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* Worsted weight yarn in two colors: froggy main and tummy color
YARN

MATERIALS
* Size G/4.0mm Odyssey hook
* Stuffing
* Yarn needle
* Black fabric paint for the pupil 
* Scrap yarn for the mouth

Body
with chosen froggy color, ch 2 or magic loop
6 sc in 2nd ch from hook / loop (6)
2 sc in each sc around (12)
*2 sc in 1st sc, sc in next sc* rep *-* around (18)
*2 sc in 1st sc, sc in next 2 sc* rep *-* around (24)
*2 sc in 1st sc, sc in next 3 sc* rep *-* around (30)
    6-10.  sc in each sc around (30)
sc in 1st 10 sc, with TUMMY COLOR sc in next 4 sc, with MAIN COLOR sc in last 

16 sc (30)
sc in 1st 9 sc, with TUMMY COLOR sc in next 7 sc, with MAIN COLOR sc in last 14 

sc (30)
sc in 1st 7 sc, [ch 3, 3 sc in 2nd ch from hook, ch 2, 3 sc in 2nd ch from hook then 

sc into same ch sp as 1st 3 sc, ch 2, 3 sc in 2nd ch from hook and then sc into 3rd ch 
from original ch 3. Foot made. It will look a bit like a 3-leaf clover.], sc in next sc, with 
TUMMY COLOR sc in next 9 sc, with MAIN COLOR sc in next sc, [work FOOT again], 
sc in last 12 sc (30)

in BLO, *sc dec, sc in next 3 sc* rep *-* around (24)
now in both loops, *sc dec, sc in next 2 sc* rep *-* around (18)
STUFF the frog body firmly
*sc dec, sc in next sc* rep *-* around (12)
*sc dec* around
FO and close up any remaining hole, weave in the end
 
Eyes

Make 2
ch 2 or magic loop
5 sc in 2nd ch from hook / loop (5)
2 sc in each sc around (10)
    3-4.  sc in each sc around (10)
FO and press flat. 

Pattern



Sewing through both layers at once, stitch the eyes onto either side the body 
between rounds 5 and 10 of the body. They should be right above the outer edge of 
each foot. Weave in the ends.

Using black fabric paint, daub a circle on each eye for the pupils. You can also 
accomplish this with a small circle of black felt and fabric glue.

Mouth

Using scrap yarn, embroider a simple, single line between rounds 7-8 of the frog 
body. The outer edges of the line should line up with the outer edges of the tummy 
color changes.

Get hoppin’!
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